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This empire-line top was designed with curvelicious bodies in mind. The bust is knit in dense garter stitch, and the skirt flares 
out to drape flatteringly over tummy and hips. The garter bust, with the thick ribbon straps, means that any bra worn underneath 
is completely hidden. Wear in summer as it is, or in autumn and spring over a business-like white shirt. Super-easy to make, this 
project only uses one 100g (about 400m) skein of sockweight (or 4-ply) yarn, so use that souvenir skein that you've been saving 
for a special occasion!  
 

PATTERN NOTES: 
 

To make this top for maternity wear, use needle sizes 5mm, 7mm, 8mm, to achieve a more dramatic flare over the torso. Do not 
seam the broken hem. Do the same if you want to make an extra-large size, but don't want to use more than one skein of yarn. 
If you don't want the added lacy drape and want to stay with a 7mm tension all the way down the torso, you may have to break 
into a second skein!  
 

Don’t worry if it seems as though you are likely to run out of yarn – if in doubt, weigh it on your kitchen scales. About 50% of the 
skein goes into the bust, about 10-20% into the under-bust area, and about 30% into the last 7”. Remember that the last section 
is knit on very large needles, so uses less yarn that it would appear.  
 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

   
The bust and hem are worked back and forth in garter 
stitch (knit every row back and forth); the torso is worked in 
the round in stocking stitch (knit every round). Shaping is 
achieved by changing needle sizes only. 
 

Using smallest size needles (5mm, or size you achieve 
tension with), cast on 120 (130, 140) stitches. 
 

Do not join for working in the round. Work back and forth in 
garter stitch for 5 (6, 7)”, or until the depth of the garter 
stitch rectangle covers your bust to your satisfaction 
(consider the amount of cleavage you are comfortable 
showing, and account for that in the depth). 

Change to next needle size up (6mm, or one size up from 
size you achieve tension with), and join for working in the  
round. Place marker to indicate beginning of round. Work in 
stocking stitch for 4” (all sizes). 
 
Change to largest needle size (7mm, or two sizes up from 
size you achieved tension with), and work in stocking stitch 
for another 7”, until length from the end of the bust is 11”, 
or until top is the length you desire. 
 
Work back and forth, in garter stitch, for 2”. Cast off loosely.

 

FINISHING: 
 

   
 

Seam the bust. Seam the broken hem, if desired. Position the top so that the bust seam is under your arm, and sew ribbon 
straps in place (sew right along the cast on edge so that the knitting doesn't come away from the ribbon while you are wearing 
it). Block lightly. Wear your flattering new top with pride!  
 

Any problems with the pattern? Don’t hesitate to email me at enquiries@thisisknit.ie. 
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TThhiiss  iiss  KKnniitt  wwiitthh……  
     
YYaarrnn  Gaiety Girl Fibre Arts Sock  

100g (one skein)  

 

NNeeeeddlleess  &&  

NNoottiioonnss  
5, 6 and 7mm (or size needed to obtain 
gauge – if you get gauge with 4mm, then 
use 4, 5 and 6mm, etc.) circular needles 
with a 60cm cable. 
1m wide ribbon in matching colour. 
Thread in matching colour. 
Sewing needle. 
Darning needle.  
 

GGaauuggee  

  

  

  

  

TToo  FFiitt  SSiizzeess    

20sts = 10cm in garter stitch, using 

smallest needles. Row gauge is not 
important, as you determine your own 
length. 
 
Small (28-30” bust), medium (36-38”), 
large (40-42”). The bust is dense, but 
stretchy. If you are between sizes, and 
unsure, go for the smaller size.  
 
 

SSuummmmeerr  oorr  BBuusstt!!  
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